Welcome! We cover COVID to Climate, as well as Energy to Elections.

Here is the link for this issue, so please share it on social media.

Please see our major new website (C19Science.info) which has dozens of quality COVID-19 reports. Please also share that link on social media.
COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
New website (C19Science.info) with dozens of quality COVID-19 reports.

COVID-19 — Therapies:
The FDA’s War Against the Truth on Ivermectin
Indonesia cut Covid by 98% with Ivermectin while Australia grew cases 500% with vax
Merck sees up to $7 billion in sales of Covid-19 drug in one year
Study: Nutraceutical Approach to Preventing COVID-19 and Related Complications
Low-dose radiation therapy (LDRT) for COVID-19 and its deadlier variants

COVID-19 — Vaccines:
CDC’s Interesting Definition of a Vaccine
A site collecting data for adverse vaccine reactions: React-19
Dr. Campbell: Professional athlete’s vaccine experience
DC Rally on Nov 2: Real Not Rare
Gov’t Reports Suggests Vaccinated Are Having Immune System Decline
Study: Long-term COVID-19 side effects may include memory loss, etc.
Johns Hopkins: Immunocompromised People — Fully Vaccinated and Not Protected
Short video: Federal Agencies not keeping adverse COVID-19 records
Official reports suggest vaccinated are developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
Harvard Study: CNS Inflammation Post Vaccination
Former CDC Director Gives Alarming Statistic on Fully Vaccinated COVID Deaths
Reminiscent of Nazi Germany: The Disturbing Truth Behind the Vax
MD: I Will Not Be Taking the Current COVID-19 Vaccines
Fully Vaccinated Colin Powell Dies of COVID-19
In England: fully vaccinated accounted for 82% of Covid-19 deaths & 66% of hospitalizations during the past month

COVID-19 — Vaccine Mandates:
Navy to begin kicking sailors out who refuse COVID vaccine
The push for "vaccinating" kids relies on deception and ignorance
White House Details Plan To "Quickly" Vaccinate 28 Million Children Age 5-11
Vaccine Tyranny Ignites Brushfires of Freedom
Class Action Lawsuit Filed Against Vaccine Mandates
Santa Claus Fired Over Vaccine Mandate By Major Retailer
San Francisco shuts down food business for not enforcing vaccine mandate
185 Employees Leave Los Alamos Nuclear Weapons Lab Due to Vaccine Mandate
The Immorality of Hospital-Forced Healthcare Worker Vaccine Mandates
MD: Tyrannical COVID agenda violates every law of the land
The EU Parliament Opposes Vaccine Mandate Agenda
CDC director says schools should have mask mandates even if FDA approves jab for kids

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Study: Children born during pandemic have lower IQs
Viral Shedding: All You Need To Know About This COVID-19 Transmission
Waterford has 97+% vaccination rate — but State’s highest rate of Covid-19 infections

COVID-19 — Misc:
We Are in This Conflict Whether We Like It or Not
Covid Authoritarians Are The Cause Of America’s Problems, Not The Unvaccinated
COVID, lockdown and the retreat of scientific debate
Short video: Healing the Divide
Dr. Fauci: The Highest Paid Employee In The Entire U.S. Federal Government Lies, Corruption and Hypocrisy: The Fauci Saga Continues
Chinese Defector Reveals COVID-19 Origin
Absolute Corruption: The Three Big Pharma Companies with COVID EUA Vaccines, All Employ Former FDA Commissioners

Greed Energy Economics:
Congress eyes $235B in clean energy subsidies. Here they are
The Real Cost of Government Mandated Wind and Solar
New data on real offshore wind costs
Why Carbon Hysteria And Decarbonization Policies Are Economically Insane
Wait, who agrees NC electricity costs must keep going up? Not consumers
New Book: Green Murder
Study: Electric Cars Cost More To Refuel Than Gasoline Powered Cars
Solar And Wind Are Forcing Poverty On Africa

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Tucker exposes the hidden impact of green energy
Wind Noise: A Continuing Issue (night amplification)
The Dirty Little Secret: Wind Turbines Create Health Issues
EPA's Commitments to Action on PFAS
Wind Energy:
Wind Turbine Failures Behind Europe’s Energy Crisis are a Warning for America
No Christmas for wind project operator or neighbors
Icebreaker wind project proposed for Lake Erie needs to find more financing soon
Plug-in cars are the future. The grid isn’t ready.

Solar Energy:
EPA Plans New Rules for “Forever Chemicals” (found in some solar panels)
NY’s CLCPA: Yet Another Industrial Solar Issue
Unintended Consequences of Solar Development Threaten Agriculture

Nuclear Energy:
Renewables are 5 times the cost of nuclear
IAEA, Poland Say Nuclear Energy Needed to Hit Climate Goals
Why The Pro-Nuclear Movement Is Winning
Sodium-cooled fast reactors and the future of nuclear energy

Fossil Fuel Energy:
The true feasibility of moving away from fossil fuels
Nature calls but the world is not listening
Fossil fuels form the basis of our medical and food supply chains
A toolkit to make existing Coal plants more efficient
Our Medical Industry and Food Supply Depend on Fossil Fuels
U.S. Coal Industry Says Almost Sold-Out For 2022

Misc Energy:
The Dangerous Intersection of Energy, Politics and Shipping
Supreme Court to hear challenge to EPA climate change rules for power plants
Red China Tried To Go Green, Now It’s Going Dark
Will the Energy Crisis Be ESG’s Great Reset?
Global Energy Crisis Is the First of Many in the Clean-Power Era
Report: Energy Rationing is on the Horizon
Democrats’ Energy Agenda Puts Foreign Approval Ahead of American Families
Energy professionals: do you understand how the media works?
NYS Prop 2: A Dangerously Seductive Idea
Staggering $1.5 billion lithium deposit discovered in Maine
Maine Energy Facts
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
Director of Berkeley Atmospheric Sciences Center, quits due to politics
Report: The underestimated role of clouds in global warming
Mankind’s Danger is Not Climate, but Policy that Uses Climate to Destroy Us
COP26 & The Great Reset: The Not So Glorious Prospect of Owning Nothing
A Flood Of Superficial Climate Reports
CLINTEL: Critique of the AR6 WG1 Summary for Policymakers
CLINTEL catalogs IPCC errors in time for UN COP 26
Don’t be fooled by claims of consensus, science is not a popularity contest
Big Tech is censoring the climate change debate

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
CO2 Coalition unveils new website: co2coalition.org
The collapse of our values is a greater threat than climate change
G20 Rome summit deeply divided over COP26 agenda
Dr. Lindzen: China Warming
Laughing at climate hysteria
First Get the Science Right
Short Video: Is There Really a Climate Emergency?
Experts: Biden’s Climate Financing Plan Won’t Help Climate, But Will Push Country To Totalitarianism

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
Get Smart About What Really Happened in the 2020 Election
Democrats’ Re-Branded Takeover of State Elections Should be Unanimously Rejected
Statement on Senate Vote Defeating S. 2747
'No Widespread Support' for Democrats’ Anti-Voter Agenda
Restoring voter confidence: what suppression?

US Election — Virginia:
An army of GOP’s ‘election integrity’ poll watchers — turns out across Virginia
Lawsuit: Virginia county is violating election law amid governor race
How Virginia Democrats Are Working To Make Elections Sloppy Again

US Election — Other State Issues:
AZ State Senate Hearings of Partial Forensic Audit of 2020 Election
Maricopa Audit found 'Thousands of Duplicate Ballots'
Scorched Earth Judging in North Carolina
Connecticut: Director of Elections or Partisan Operative?
Two Ballot issues to be voted on by NY citizens
What are NYS Five Ballot Propositions All About?
Huge Setback As Judge Shuts Down Attempts To Examine Georgia Ballots
WI Sheriff Investigation – Election Law Not Just Broken, but Shattered

US Politics and Socialism:
As the Left Tries to Kill American Citizenship, Citizens Fight for their Ancient Rights
Obama’s Police State Dream Is Coming True
Statisticians Sue to Halt EPA Committee Work
Four Part Video: The Threat of China
Biden says he’s open to altering, eliminating filibuster to advance voting rights
Patience with Biden wearing thin among Black leaders
The Poor Will Always Be With Us
How free stuff is used to addict the urban poor to welfare
Some NC Ex-prisoners Will Soon Receive a Guaranteed Monthly Income

Other US Politics and Related:
Nationalism to Confront Globalism in Glasgow
The Legacy of Slavery is Not Simply Black and White
Victor Hanson: One Man’s Anarchy is Another’s Road to Justice
As America Teeters on Fiscal Disaster, Biden Worries about the Weather
Meta: The Final Disconnect From Reality?
US Military’s Misplaced Focus on COVID and Climate Change Could Cost Us the Next War

Religion Related:
Archbishop Viganò’s letter of concern re COVID-19 vaccines
Short Video: Amish Covid | Full Measure
Why atheism is 'incompatible' with science
Fourteen Years in Communist Prison Could Not Break His Faith

Education Related:
Why Is the AAUP Investigating UNC?
Short Video: It’s A Big Club And You Ain't In It
Big-City Schools: Where America’s Most Vulnerable Kids Get Shafted
The Doctor Is In... on Educating America’s Children
Science and Misc Matters:
The New Victim of Cancel Culture: Science
Unpacking Propaganda: What Is It? What Can You Do About It?
Military Is Developing ‘Cognitive Warfare’ Weapons
Politics: some more equal than others
Shane Snow on Storytelling
NYS “Green Amendment,” Proposition 2, Will Only Enrich Lawyers

Please use social media, etc. to pass on this Newsletter to other open-minded citizens…

John Droz, jr.
physicist & citizen’s rights advocate
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If at any time you'd like to be added to (or taken off) the distribution of our popular, free Media Balance Newsletter, simply send me an email saying that.

Note 1: We recommend reading the Newsletter on your computer, not your phone, as some documents (e.g. PDFs) are much easier to read on a large computer screen... We've tried to use common fonts, etc. to minimize display issues.

Note 2: For recent past Newsletter issues see 2020 Archives & 2021 Archives. To accommodate numerous requests received about prior articles over the twelve plus years of the Newsletter, we've put together archives since the beginning of the Newsletter — where you can search by year. For a detailed background about the Newsletter, please read this.

Note 3: See this extensive list of reasonable books on climate change. As a parallel effort, we have also put together a list of some good books related to industrial wind energy. Both topics are also extensively covered on my website: WiseEnergy.org.

Note 4: I am not an attorney or a physician, so no material appearing in any of the Newsletters (or the WiseEnergy.org website) should be construed as giving legal or medical advice. My recommendation has always been: consult a competent, licensed attorney when you are involved with legal issues, and consult a competent physician regarding medical matters.

Copyright © 2021; Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (see WiseEnergy.org).